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RNA-sequencing (RNA-seq) enables in-depth exploration of transcriptomes, but typical sequencing depth
often limits its comprehensiveness. In this study, we generated nearly 3 billion RNA-Seq reads, totaling
341 Gb of sequence, from a Zea mays seedling sample. At this depth, a near complete snapshot of the
transcriptome was observed consisting of over 90% of the annotated transcripts, including lowly expressed
transcription factors. A novel hybrid strategy combining de novo and reference-based assemblies yielded a
transcriptome consisting of 126,708 transcripts with 88% of expressed known genes assembled to
full-length. We improved current annotations by adding 4,842 previously unannotated transcript variants
and many new features, including 212 maize transcripts, 201 genes, 10 genes with undocumented potential
roles in seedlings as well as maize lineage specific gene fusion events. We demonstrated the power of deep
sequencing for large transcriptome studies by generating a high quality transcriptome, which provides a rich
resource for the research community.

T
he recent development of massively-parallel RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) technologies1 has provided much
greater depth than traditional EST sequencing, which has enhanced the discovery capabilities of transcrip-
tomic studies. The increased throughput of RNA-seq has superseded previous sequencing technologies in

their ability to quantify gene expression2, as well as identify gene isoforms and alternative splice variants3. RNA-
seq has also facilitated the assembly of a transcriptome without a reference genome, or de novo assembly, which
offers a practical solution for rapid and accurate transcriptome generation for organisms without reference
genomes (reviewed in Martin and Wang4).

Despite the success of RNA-seq, a typical experiment for a single developmental stage or tissue often has a
sequence depth less than 20 million uniquely mapped reads per sample due to the relatively high cost of deep
sequencing. At this depth, many lowly expressed transcripts escape detection, which include transcripts derived
from transcription factors that are often a primary interest of expression profiling studies5. Limited sequence
depth can also impede de novo assembly where sequencing coverage of at least 30-fold is needed to assemble a full-
length transcript from short reads6. Consequently, many transcripts with medium expression levels are only
partially assembled due to the high unevenness in sequencing coverage resulting in incomplete gene annotation. It
is important to address these issues since the success of RNA-seq experiments depends on the quality and
comprehensiveness of transcript identification: however, the completeness aspect of transcriptomic studies has
not been systematically addressed.

At 2.3 gigabasepairs (Gbp), the Zea mays (maize) genome represents a good model for a plant transcriptomic
study as there are many challenges associated with gene identification and annotation7. The maize genome is
highly repetitive with the vast majority of the genome (85%) consisting of transposable and repetitive elements8,
which increases the chance of mis-mapping short reads and complicates de novo transcriptome assemblies9.
Additionally, the presence of two maize subgenomes10, resulting from a tetraploidization event approximately 12
million years ago11, has led to an overabundance of paralogous genes, or ohnologs, that are commonly found in
plant genomes. In de novo assemblies, these highly similar gene pairs are often de novo assembled into a single
gene further complicating transcriptome analysis.
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The goal of this study was to explore the impact of read depth on
the comprehensiveness of assembly and annotation of a transcrip-
tome by deeply sequencing a maize seedling mRNA sample. The
majority of maize genes (57–66%) are expressed at this devel-
opmental stage12, which makes the maize seedling an ideal candidate
for evaluating the power of ultra-deep RNA sequencing for tran-
scriptome analysis. First, we conducted a comparative analysis of a
shallow and ultra-deep sequence datasets to systematically evaluate
the biological functions that were missed in shallow sequencing. We
then assembled a near complete transcriptome via a hybrid approach
by combining de novo and reference-based assembly strategies.
Lastly, we analyzed the assembled transcript isoforms in our final
assembly and were able to uncover several unique features of this
maize transcriptome.

Results
Increased read depth detects expression from most genes. To
better understand the capabilities of ultra-deep RNA sequencing
for the annotation of large transcriptomes, we generated an ultra-
deep sequence dataset from a maize seedling mRNA sample
(Materials and Methods). Briefly, we constructed several short
(180–250 bp) and long (500 bp) insert libraries to capture the
variable lengths of the transcripts and sequenced them using
Illumina sequencing platforms. These libraries together yielded
nearly 2.8 billion paired-end (PE) reads and 341 Gb of sequence
(Table 1). This depth is equivalent to 1483 total genome coverage
where only 10% of the maize genome is covered by more than 2 reads,
while the rest is largely not transcribed in this sample.

To evaluate the ability of deep sequencing to detect the presence of
rare transcripts, we compared our deep dataset to a typical RNA-seq
experiment with shallow sequencing datasets. We generated 10
simulated shallow sets by randomly sampling 20 million read pairs
from the total set of 2.8 billion reads and used the number of high
confidence set of annotated maize transcripts (5b)(http://ftp.
maizesequence.org/) detected by each dataset as a comparative mea-
sure. After aligning the reads from each set to the 5b transcripts, we
detected 52,826, or 83%, 5b maize transcripts with at least two
uniquely mapped fragments in the total set while we only detected
45,382 (71%) transcripts, on average, in the shallow sets
(Supplementary Table S1). As expected, the median transcript
abundance of the deep set (FPKM 5 0.66) was significantly lower
than the median abundance of the shallow sets (average FPKM 5

3.01), which demonstrates the increased capability of a deeply
sequenced dataset to detect lowly expressed transcripts.

Despite the additional amount of resources required to generate a
2.8 billion read dataset, the additional information gained by deeper
sequencing can be an invaluable asset to any study. Therefore, we
assessed the sensitivity to detect expressed genes at different sequen-
cing depths to characterize the levels of transcript abundance cap-
tured in each dataset. To mimic datasets of variable depths, we
generated 13 datasets by randomly selecting paired-end reads,

ranging from 20 to 3 billion reads, from the deep dataset. For each
dataset, we identified concordant read pairs that aligned to the 5b
maize transcripts and calculated the normalized expression values
(FPKM) of each expressed transcript (.two uniquely mapped
fragments)(Methods). As shown in Figure 1, we observed a steady
increase in detected transcripts as sequence depth increased from 20
million to 3 billion reads (All). The abundant transcripts (.0.8
FPKM) were consistently detected beyond 20 million; more moder-
ately abundant transcripts (0.2–0.8 FPKM) were detected from 20 to
100 million that eventually became saturated; while detected rare
transcripts (,0.2 FPKM) kept increasing but slowed past 1 billion
reads. At the final depth (3.0 billion), nearly 90% of maize transcripts
were detected (Supplementary Table S1). These results suggest that
deep sequencing is essential for a comprehensive view of the tran-
scriptome, especially for detecting rare transcripts.

To evaluate the importance of the rare transcripts missed from
shallow datasets, we conducted a gene ontology (GO) enrichment
analysis using the Biological Network Gene Ontology tool, BINGO13.
To emulate shallow datasets, we simulated 10, 20-million-read data-
sets and compared the transcripts detected in each shallow set to the
set of transcripts detected in the deep dataset. We used BINGO to
characterize the types of rare transcripts that were missed by the
shallow sets, but detected in the deep set. We found 20 enriched
GO terms consisting of 16 biological process and 4 molecular func-
tion terms that were consistently enriched in the deep dataset (in all
10 experiments). All terms were associated with transcription factor
activities (except 1 with cell wall metabolism, Table 2). Given that
transcription factors are typically low in abundance, these results
demonstrate the importance of ultra-deep sequencing for studying
these low-level genetic elements and genes important in devel-
opmental regulation.

A hybrid transcriptome assembly strategy. We used a hybrid
assembly strategy to assemble the maize seedling transcriptome via
a step-wise, assembly-then-align approach4 (Figure 2). In the first
step, four paired-end libraries (assembly group 1 in Table 1) were de
novo assembled using Rnnotator6 for an initial set of assembled
contigs. As part of this process, single 250 b reads from one of the
four libraries were constructed by computationally joining two 150b
overlapping reads and used for the assembly. In the second step,
reads from assembly group 2 (Table 1) were aligned to the contigs
from step 1 to extend these contigs while reads that failed to align
were independently assembled into contigs. Contigs from the above
two steps were then combined to form a comprehensive de novo
assembly. In the final step, the de novo assembled contigs were
aligned to the current maize reference genome (B73 maize
RefGenv2) and fragmented contigs from the same gene were
merged. This merging step reduced the number of contigs from
187,045 to 126,708 while increasing the median contig length from
440 bp to 869 bp. The resulting assembled contigs were considered
to be our ‘‘final’’ transcriptome assembly and used for all subsequent
analyses.

Table 1 | Summary of RNA-seq datasets used in this study

Platform Insert size (bp) Stranded Read length Number of reads Data size (Gb) Assembly group*

GAII 180 no 76 191,125,326 14.5 1
GAII 250 yes 151 253,935,324 38.3 1
GAII 500 yes 151 166,641,198 25.2 1
HiSeq 250 yes 100 489,875,122 49.0 1
HiSeq 250 yes 100 752,239,100 75.2 2
HiSeq 250 yes 150 927,571,432 139.1 2
Total 2,781,387,502 341.4
Pac Bio .1000 no 1,425 144,177 0.3

*Data from assembly group 1 were used in the initial de novo assembly while assembly group 2 were used for assembly improvement.
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A systematic quality evaluation of the assembled maize transcrip-
tome. We evaluated the overall quality of this transcriptome
assembly by applying several quality metrics4 to assess the
accuracy, completeness, and contiguity compared to the current
maize genome assembly and annotations. Overall, we obtained a
highly accurate assembly with 93.4% of the contigs having
extremely accurate alignments (.95% identity) to the maize
genome (Figure 3a). When compared to the high-confidence set of
annotated maize transcripts (5b), 78.2% of the annotated transcripts,
or 98.7% of transcripts with detected expression, were fully covered
by one or more contigs as indicated by the completeness criterion
(Figure 3b). Of these, 81.1% (or 63.4% of the total) were represented
by a single contig covering the entire annotated transcript, as
indicated by the contiguity metric (Figure 3c).

The paleopolyploid maize genome complicates transcriptome
assembly due to the prevalence of duplicated gene pairs, or ohnologs,
with high sequence similarities that may result in artificial gene
fusions. Therefore, we introduced another assembly quality metric
to differentiate and assess the assembly of ohnolog gene pairs. Using
a dataset of high-confidence ohnologous gene pairs10, we selected 141
ohnologs with read coverage .303 over 80% of their length and
grouped the pairs by the percent sequence identity (,87.5%, 87.5%,

Figure 1 | Rare transcripts are continually detected with ultra-deep
sequencing. Saturation curves were generated to illustrate the transcript

detection capabilities at various sequencing depths. The sequence depth of

13 datasets is plotted on the x-axis and the number of 5b maize transcripts

detected on the y-axis. The normalized expression values (FPKM) of the

detected transcripts were categorized by low, moderate, and high

expression, which are represented by red, green, and brown lines,

respectively, while the black line includes all levels of expression. Most

moderately to highly expressed gene transcripts were detected with shallow

sequencing, while about half of the lowly expressed transcripts (,0.2

FPKM) were detect at 100 million reads. Rare transcripts were also

continually detected after 750 million reads while a miniscule increase in

transcripts with moderate to high expression (.0.2 FPKM) was observed.

Table 2 | GO terms enriched in transcripts unique to ultra-deep
sequence dataset

Description

BP GO:0065007 biological regulation{

GO:0050789 regulation of biological process{
GO:0009889 regulation of biosynthetic process{
GO:0031326 regulation of cellular biosynthetic process
GO:0031323 regulation of cellular metabolic process{
GO:0050794 regulation of cellular process{
GO:0010468 regulation of gene expression{

GO:0010556 regulation of macromolecule biosynthetic process{
GO:0060255 regulation of macromolecule metabolic process{
GO:0019222 regulation of metabolic process{
GO:0051171 regulation of nitrogen compound metabolic process{
GO:0019219 regulation of nucleobase, nucleoside, nucleotide

and nucleic acid metabolic process{
GO:0080090 regulation of primary metabolic process{
GO:0051252 regulation of RNA metabolic process{
GO:0045449 regulation of transcription{

GO:0045449 regulation of transcription, DNA-dependent{

MP GO:0030528 transcription regulator activity{

GO:0003700 transcription factor activity{

GO:0043565 sequence-specific DNA binding{

GO:0030599 pectinesterase activity{

BP 5 biological process, MP 5 molecular process.
{GO terms related to transcription factor activities.
{GO terms related to cell wall metabolism.

Figure 2 | De novo assembly of the maize seedling transcriptome. (a) 3.8

billion Illumina paired end reads were generated using the Genome

Analyzer II (GAII) and HiSeq. A subset of reads (Table 1, assembly group

1), denoted as AG1 reads, was used to create an initial de novo assembly

using Rnnotator resulting in 177,569 assembled contigs. (b) The assembly

was improved by using a combination of BLAT and BWA to align a second

set of reads (Table 1, assembly group 2), or AG2 reads, to extend the

contigs. Unaligned AG2 reads were de novo assembled and combined with

the improved AG1 contigs for a total of 187,045 contigs. (c) All assembled

contigs were aligned to the reference maize genome assembly to further

extend truncated or join adjacent transcripts for a final de novo assembly

consisting of 126,708 contigs.
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90%, 92.5%, .95%)(Figure 2d) for a confident reference set for
evaluation. With the exception of a few merged ohnolog pairs (16
at identity .590%) and two pairs assembled into a mosaic transcript
(2 at 92.5% identity), the majority (123 out of 141, 87.2%) of the pairs
were unambiguously resolved.

We also assessed the ability of the high quality assembly to detect
biologically relevant genes by investigating the identification of a set
of well-studied ‘‘classical’’ maize genes14. We were able to assemble
approximately 380 (93.6%) of the genes to near completion
(Supplementary Table S2) and detect new expression patterns for
24 of the genes. Of these, 10 genes previously had undocumented
expression in seedlings (Supplementary Table S3) while the express-
ion of 14 genes was typically restricted to meristems and developing
leaf primordia (Supplementary Table S4).

Since the above quality measurements do not evaluate our ability to
assemble alternative spliced isoforms, which are a prevalent feature of

higher eukaryote transcriptomes, we conducted an additional study
using Pacific Biosciences (PacBio) sequencing technologies15. We gen-
erated 300 Mb of long reads from the same mRNA sample for a set of
alternative spliced transcripts (accession: SRA053579) (Table 1).
Given that most de novo assembly errors typically occur at the exon
junctions, we were confident that the quality of the assembly could be
effectively inferred based on the PacBio reads. We obtained a high
quality set of long reads using several filtering criteria (Methods and
Figure 4a). First, we corrected the errors within the PacBio reads using
Illumina reads16 and obtained 50,130 high quality long reads (.500b).
Among these, 23,380 reads that spanned at least two exons were
further selected as a reference set for the validation of spliced variants.
With the small amount of quality PacBio data, we only used these data
to validate isoforms contained within these regions.

When aligned to the final transcriptome assembly, 98.8% of these
long PacBio reads formed alignments without any gaps, suggesting

Figure 3 | Quality assessment of the de novo maize assembly. (a) The accuracy of the assembly was determined by the percentage of assembled

transcripts (x-axis) that aligned to the maize reference with sequence identity (.95%). (b) When compared to the high quality set of maize annotations

(5b), the percent length of the annotations represented by the corresponding assembled contig determined completeness of the assembly while the

proportion of annotations covered by a single assembled transcript demonstrated the assembly’s contiguity (c). (d) The isoforms of 141 high-confidence

ohnologs were investigated and categorized by the differentiation status in the assembly. Ohnolog pairs were grouped by sequence identity (x-axis) and

the percentage of isoforms with varying degrees of differentiation were calculated (y-axis) where isoforms were either merged with its paralogous pair

(merged), partially assembled (partial), inaccurately assembled (mosaic), or correctly assembled (resolved).

www.nature.com/scientificreports
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that the majority of the assembled transcripts contained the correct
splicing information (Figure 4b). Furthermore, almost all of the con-
fident PacBio subreads were aligned to the assembled transcriptome,
which is consistent with the accuracy of this assembly.

Based on all of the above quality metrics, we could confidently
conclude that we generated a high quality maize seedling transcrip-
tome assembly, and therefore, carried out further analyses to invest-
igate the unique transcriptome features.

Novel transcripts expand the current transcriptome annotations.
Compared to the above-assembled transcriptome, we found that
many genes within the current maize annotations in the maize
version 5a working gene set (5a) were truncated or completely
missed (Supplementary Table S5, Supplementary Figure S1). In
299 cases, the open reading frame of a maize gene was significantly
extended by our new annotation, as the original ones contained
truncated coding sequences (CDS) that were missing start or stop
codons. Collectively, these improvements to the maize annotation
impacted 1% of the currently annotated maize protein coding genes.

Within our set of assembled transcripts, we found that 16,507
aligned to maize pseudomolecules with high sequence homology
(.90%), but did not overlap any genes in the 5a annotations, which
is the unfiltered, more comprehensive transcriptome annotation
(http://ftp.maizesequence.org/). Among these, 7,249 (or 66%) had
significant BLASTX hits against other grass species (Sorghum, rice
or Seteria) where 212 contained full-length open reading frames
(ORFs). This suggests that they are likely true, previously unanno-
tated maize transcripts and not contamination.

In addition, we discovered 201 transcripts that did not align to
the RefGenv2 maize genome assembly or maize annotations
(Supplementary Table S6). With further interrogation of the tran-
script isoforms, we found that most of transcript isoforms (148) were
likely to contain protein coding regions, and were not contaminants,
because they encode proteins that share sequence homology with
closely related plant species (see Methods and Supplementary
Table S7 and S8). One of the predicted proteins is derived from
a previously undefined locus, Locus10189, which encodes a
novel N6-adenosine methyltransferase (MT-A70) protein family.

Interestingly, it only shares 19.8% amino acid sequence identity with
the only other known MT-A70 protein in maize encoded by locus
GRMZM2G116563, which further supports the newly discovered
maize proteins by ultra-deep sequencing.

Lastly, we compared the splice junctions of the 5a transcripts to
our assembled gene set and detected 23,043 new transcript isoforms
where 4,842 contained full-length ORFs that were not repetitive.
These newly defined isoforms contributed an additional 8% to the
total number of known transcript isoforms in maize that adds yet
another set of genetic elements undetected by the current available
RefGenv2 maize annotations.

Maize lineage specific transcriptome features compared to other
grasses. Using our improved set of maize annotations, we conducted
a comparative study to evaluate the syntenous genomic regions of
related species, Oryza sativa (rice) and Sorghum bicolor (sorghum),
to identify unique transcriptome features of the maize lineage17. We
first examined gene fusion events after the divergence of these species
and identified 36 pairs of genes annotated as two separate genes in
rice and sorghum that were represented as a single gene in our
assembly (Supplementary Table S8). Since genes with overlapping
transcripts from the same strand could be assembled into single
transcripts (‘‘fused assemblies’’) and the overlapping regions could
have much higher sequencing coverage, we excluded possible fused
assemblies and identified four high-confident maize specific gene
fusion events. Two of the fusion events resulted in fused protein
products while the other two did not contain a complete open
reading frame. The validity of these gene fusions was supported by
the presence of paired-end reads that spanned the gene fusion
junctions and by RT-PCR of each of the four fusions (Supplemen-
tary Table S9, Supplementary Figure S2).

Figure 5a shows a particularly interesting gene fusion detected in
an assembled transcript (Locus2145v1rpkm80.17). It encodes a prev-
iously unannotated chromatin remodeling SNF2_N-domain pro-
tein, SNF2_N, which spanned the gene fusion junction. Therefore,
we suspect that the current annotations in maize, sorghum bicolor,
and rice (Oryza sativa) are likely inaccurate, as multiple genes were
annotated in all three species (Supplementary Figure S3–6).

Figure 4 | PacBio sequence data validates the exon structure of de novo assembly. (a) Sequence reads were generated using the Pacific BioSciences

(PacBio) sequencing platform. The reads were filtered by quality, length, and error corrected for a set of confident subreads that were used to validate

alternative splicing in the de novo assembly. (b) The Illumina reads were aligned to the PacBio subreads and categorized by reads without a gap, those

containing a gap (indel or intron), and those that did not align. The PacBio reads were also aligned to the assembled contigs where subreads were located

within, extended, or contained a contig.
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Figure 5 | The de novo assembly detects new maize annotations and reveals incomplete annotations in closely related grasses. (a) The current

annotations for two proteins, HSA and helicase, is shown for rice and maize. The read coverage in rice shows a clear separation of the two proteins, but in

the de novo assembly, an assembled transcript spanned the region. The open reading frame (ORF) located in the transcript contained an additional

protein, SNF2_N, that was previously unannotated in maize. (b) A syntenic region identified in rice, sorghum and maize that contained significant anti-

sense transcription with sense (blue) and anti-sense (red) expression levels shown alongside the strand-specific reads assembled in Rnnotator. The repeats

located in the region are displayed in the last panel. A portion of the second protein, B3 DNA binding domain, identified in rice and sorghum is lost in

maize. The presence of repeats, which are good transcription facilitators, upstream of the antisense transcript is suggestive of a transcriptionally active

region.
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Given that anti-sense transcription plays an important role in
transcriptional regulation across various organisms18,19, we surveyed
the entire maize transcriptome for the presence or absence of signifi-
cant maize lineage specific, anti-sense transcription sites. By evalu-
ating the orientation of Illumina reads aligned to the 5b gene
annotations, we determined that 1,127 of the 39,656 genes (2.8%)
in the 5b annotation had significant anti-sense transcription.
Another 732 transcripts from the 5b annotation exhibited extreme
degrees (.90%, mean 5 98%) of anti-sense transcription, suggesting
that the strand of these genes are mis-annotated in the 5b annotation
or are strong indicators of a regulatory region.

Of the extreme anti-sense transcription sites, we found one syn-
tenic region between maize, sorghum and rice to be particularly
interesting. There are two, largely separated transcripts on opposite
strands in rice and sorghum, but the transcript encoding a B3 DNA
binding domain protein appears to be partially deleted in maize
(Figure 5b). This deletion in maize likely led to the addition of a
new transcript from the opposite strand that overlaps most of the
transcript encoding an ABC transporter. Our assembled transcript,
Locus19225v1rpkm4.69, extends the current RefGenv2 annotation,
which is denoted as a novel coding region, but there is no known
protein domains contained in the region. The presence of upstream
repetitive elements, which are known to be drivers of transcription,
suggests that this gene could be transcriptionally active, but addi-
tional experiments are needed to understand the molecular conse-
quences of this putative lineage-specific gene deletion and addition
event in maize.

Discussion
In summary, we generated an ultra-deep sequenced data set from a
single mRNA sample and systematically evaluated the impact of
sequence depth on expression detection. We found that many tran-
scripts that encode proteins with regulatory roles are not detected in
RNA-Seq experiments with typical sequencing depth. By applying a
hybrid assembly approach we compiled a high quality, comprehensive

annotation of the maize transcriptome and added many novel tran-
scripts and isoforms to the current maize annotations. These findings
highlight the utility of ultra-deep RNA-seq for comprehensive tran-
scriptome annotation in complex large plant genomes, especially for
those that lack robust reference genomes.

By increasing the read depth of our RNA-seq dataset, we were able
to assemble and annotate a more comprehensive maize transcrip-
tome. The insights gained in this study are not limited to plant
genomes, but could be generically applied to any large and complex
transcriptome. For example, many researchers are unaware of the
required sequencing depth for a transcriptome study to achieve their
specific scientific goals. In the case of maize seedling transcriptome,
we evaluated the relationship between the number of uniquely
aligned reads and transcript detection/assembly (Figure 6). At a
depth achieved by most RNA-Seq studies with less than 32 million
reads, nearly 80% of the genes can be detected for expression.
However, if the scientific goal is to de novo assemble full-length
transcripts using this depth and the reference genome is unknown,
or very incomplete, only 20–30% of the expressed transcripts can be
assembled. With our ultra-deep sequence dataset, we demonstrated
that with 1 billion uniquely aligned reads, it is possible to assemble
close to 93% of the transcripts with over 60% of the transcripts being
completely assembled and highly expressed. From this rarefaction
curve, we can also predict that additional sequencing (e.g., adding
another billion of uniquely aligned reads) is less likely to be very
useful for detection of gene expression, but is still useful for de novo
assembly of full length transcripts. Therefore, an optimal sequencing
depth for a large transcriptome has to be determined by balancing the
scientific need and cost of sequencing.

Despite the improvements made to numerous maize annotations,
the scope of genetic elements that we could study was limited to poly-
adenylated elements due to the experimental methods used, namely
the RNA selection and purification protocols. For an all-inclusive
transcriptome analysis, total RNA should be used to obtain an in-
depth look at other genetic features, such as regulatory mechanisms
involved in transcription and translation processes, which were not

Figure 6 | Proportion of 5b maize annotations assembled at various read depths. Reads that uniquely aligned to maize transcripts were assessed at

different read depths. The read depth is shown on the x-axis and the percentage of 5b transcripts hit by the reads on the y-axis. The blue line represents 5b

transcripts hit by at least 2 unique reads, the green line are transcripts completely assembled (.80% complete), and the red line are contiguous transcripts,

as defined by the completeness and contiguity metrics. The dotted lines represent the point at which the vast majority of genes are expressed.
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captured in this study. Deep sequencing is a technique that is prom-
ising for such studies: however, the experimental protocols for the
proper RNA processing protocols have yet to be firmly established.
Once these procedures have been solidified, these, in combination
with ultra-deep sequencing, would provide a powerful tool for the in-
depth exploration of any transcriptome.

An additional consideration for a future analysis would be to
conduct RNA-seq on additional tissue types and/or developmental
stages for improved transcript detection. Since we only sequenced a
single maize developmental stage, we were restricted to looking at
general gene expression patterns by comparing the deeply sequenced
and simulated shallow datasets. Generating multiple types of datasets
could, potentially, also lessen the need to generate such an extremely
deep dataset, but this consideration is dependent on the genetic ele-
ments of interest and their predicted expression levels.

Another advantage of sequencing multiple tissue types and/or
developmental stages is to help address the question researchers
often have about the utility of increasing read depth when the library
complexity tends to increase concurrently. By using Rnnotator we
addressed this issue during the pre-processing stage of the de novo
assembly pipeline where duplicated PCR fragments were consoli-
dated by generating a single consensus sequence based on the dupli-
cated PE reads. For most libraries, we found that the fraction of PCR
duplications were very small (,1.7%), so this was not an overwhelm-
ing issue for this study. In lieu of using Rnnotator, the sequencing of
several different tissues or developmental stages would not only help
to alleviate this issue, but also facilitate the generation of more com-
prehensive annotations of a transcriptome. In the case of the maize
transcriptome, it would be possible to discover new transcripts not
found in this study.

Before the cost of sequencing is dramatically reduced even further,
alternative RNA-seq technologies may be considered to maximize
the value of sequencing. For example, targeted RNA sequencing is an
efficient way to reduce the overall sequencing costs to interrogate a
small set of transcripts of interest20. With this technology, it is pos-
sible to increase the read coverage of the low abundance transcripts
so they can be assembled, thereby enabling the study of their genomic
and transcriptional features, such as RNA-editing, splicing, and
potential gene fusions21,22. If the goal is to study genes with low
expression levels at the genome scale, normalization during RNA-
seq library construction may be an effective way to reduce the rep-
resentation of highly expressed transcripts while enriching for the
low abundant transcripts23. While promising, both of these tech-
niques may introduce biases as more experimental steps are intro-
duced. Nevertheless, the benefits of using ultra-deep sequencing for
transcriptome analysis alone are plentiful and we predict that this
type of sequencing will grow in usefulness as the cost of sequencing
decreases.

Methods
Plant materials and RNA extraction. Four Zea mays (maize) B73 seedlings were
grown as described in Hansey et al12 and harvested at the V3 stage (3rd juvenile leaf has
emerged). Total RNA from above-ground tissues of the seedling was purified using
AmpPure SPRI beads (Beckman Coulter). Poly-adenylated RNA was isolated from
purified using the Absolutely mRNA Purification Kit (Stratagene) until less than 5%
rRNA remained.

Illumina and PacBio sequencing. Experimental methods used for library
preparation and sequencing are described in the Supplementary Methods online.

RT-PCR validation. 1 ug of total RNA was DNAse treated and converted to cDNA
using Invitrogen’s Superscript III kit with Oligo dT primers. Maize gDNA and cDNA
were PCR amplified using primers using the annealing temperatures listed in
Supplementary Table S10. The following PCR conditions were used: 94uC for 3
minutes, followed by 30 cycles of 94uC for 1 min, 50–62uC (depending on the primer
pair) for 1 min, 72uC for 3 minutes, with a final extension of 72uC for 10 minutes.

Comparative analysis of an ultra-deep and shallow sequence datasets. We
evaluated the ability of ultra-deep sequencing to detect rare transcripts by comparing
this set (Table 1) with 10 shallow sequence datasets generated by randomly sampling

20 million read pairs from the deep dataset. PASA24 (Program to Assemble Spliced
Alignments) was used to align the reads from each dataset to the high confidence set
of annotated maize transcripts (5b) from the current maize assembly (http://
maizesequence.org, RefGenv2) and transcripts with quality alignments were selected.
For PASA, we used a maximum intron length of 50 kb and default parameters
otherwise.

Using SAMtools and custom perl scripts, we identified expressed transcripts (.2
uniquely mapped fragments) detected in the deep and shallow datasets, calculated
their FPKM2, and compared the deep transcripts with those in the shallow sets. Using
transcripts only detected in the deep dataset, we evaluated the information gained by
deep sequencing, or lost with shallow sequencing, by conducting a Gene Ontology
(GO) analysis using BiNGO13 (version 2.44). We retrieved GO and maize transcript
annotations from the Phytozome database (http://phytozome.net/) and identified
significantly enriched biological process and molecular function GO terms using the
Hypergeometric test (FDR25 corrected p-value , .05).

Evaluating the detection of expressed transcripts relative to sequence depth. We
generated 13 sequence datasets by sampling 20 m, 50 m, 70 m, 100 m, 500 m,
700 m, 800 m, 900 m, 1b, 2b, and 3b (m 5 million, b 5 billion) paired-end reads
from the 2.8 billion read dataset that were then mapped to the 5b maize transcripts.
The transcript abundance in each dataset, determined by FPKM, was used to evaluate
the detection capabilities of the datasets.

Assembly of the maize seedling genome. We generated a de novo assembly using
Illumina sequence data (Table 1) that was divided into two datasets: assembly group 1
(AG1) and assembly group 2 (AG2), where AG1 was used for the initial assembly and
AG2 for improving the AG1 assembly. Overlapping pairs of 150 bp paired-end reads
in the 250 bp insert libraries were computationally joined using the Short Read
Reducing Aligner (SHERA)26 resulting in 250 bp single-end reads. Only joined reads
with confidence values . 0.5 and at least a 10 bp overlap were included in the
assembly. Rnnotator was used to generate a de novo assembly of the joined and AG1
sequence data using default parameters. Using BWA and BLAT27, we aligned AG2
reads to the assembled contigs and extended contigs with overlapping reads. AG2
reads with poor alignments were de novo assembled for a second set of contigs using
Rnnotator. These contigs were combined with the improved AG1 contigs and used as
input into Rnnotator at the merging step to further improve the de novo assembly.
Using PASA, we aligned the final assembled contigs to the RefGenv2 maize assembly
to extend overlapping and adjacent contigs and remove redundancy for a final set of
uniquely mapping contigs.

Quality and accuracy assessment of the de novo assembly. With the RefGenv2
maize assembly as a reference, we evaluated the quality of the de novo assembly for
accuracy, completeness, and contiguity using the criteria defined in Martin and
Wang9. Briefly, the accuracy measures the proportion of correctly assembled bases
among expressed reference transcripts while completeness and contiguity measure
the portion of a reference transcript covered by an assembled transcript or by a single,
longest-assembled transcript.

To evaluate the accuracy of assembling gene pairs with high sequence identities, we
used a set of high confidence ohnologs10, consisting of 1,750 paralogous ohnolog gene
pairs, that was filtered for pairs with ,303 read coverage over 80% of the length of
the gene. We aligned the ohnolog pairs to the assembled contigs using BLAT and
evaluated the accuracy and contiguity of the corresponding contig regions using the
previously described metrics.

Validation of alternative splice sites using PacBio data. Given the accuracy of
PacBio sequence reads to capture the exon structure of genes, we generated a high
quality set of PacBio subreads (Figure 4a) to validate alternative splice sites in the de
novo assembly. We used BLAT to align the PacBio and Illumina datasets to the
RefGenv2 maize assembly and retained reads with .75% similarity. The PacBio
subreads were error corrected using pacBioToCA16 with the following settings: length
5 500, partitions 5 100, -t 8, pacbio.spec params: ovlHashBlockLength 5

20,000,000, and ovlRefBlockSize 5 5,000,000. Confident corrected subreads that
aligned to the maize genome with high sequence identity (.95%), did not contain
indels, and spanned at least two exons were used for analysis.

Improving the current maize annotations using the de novo assembly. We assessed
the ability of our ultra-deep sequence dataset to improve gene annotations by
comparing our assembled transcripts, with the longest open reading frames (ORFs),
to the 5b maize annotations. We identified annotations extended by our contigs by
aligning each annotation’s assembled transcript to its corresponding coding sequence
(CDS) via BLAT. Alternative splicing was confirmed by comparing the splice
junctions of the current maize version 5a working gene set annotations (http://ftp.
maizesequence.org/current/working-set/) to our improved gene annotations. Lastly,
we used Interproscan28 to scan isoform transcripts for protein domains and
RepeatMasker (http://www.repeatmasker.org) to check these regions for repetitive
sequence.

Identification of novel transcriptome features. To identify novel transcripts, we
investigated assembled transcripts that did not align to the reference maize assembly.
For transcripts with less than 10% sequence identity to the RefGenv2 maize assembly,
we used BLASTX29 to determine protein sequence homology against other species.
Transcripts with significant (e-value , 1e10) BLASTX hits against the NCBI
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non-redundant protein database (nr) were filtered and considered novel based on the
following criterion: 1) transcript length . 300 bp, 2) not labeled as pre-mRNA, 3)
contained a full-length ORF), and 4) top BLASTX hit was against a grass species (Zea
mays, Sorghum bicolor, Oryza sativa, Setaria italica). Transcripts containing full-
length ORFs, denoted by the presence of a start and stop codon, were considered to
contain potential coding regions and those with protein domains were considered
novel transcript isoforms. We identified enriched protein annotations by normalizing
groups of genes with similar protein identifiers over the set of transcripts with protein
domains, calculating the actual and expected counts for each group as compared to
the entire set, and using the ratio of the two values. Transcripts with the largest ratios
were considered to be novel transcripts predicted to encode proteins.

We evaluated the correctness of annotations for other closely related grass species
by comparing the assembled maize transcripts to the sorghum genome using
LASTZ30. Locally duplicated genes in sorghum were condensed using the local
duplicate finder within SynMap31. An initial set of candidate fusion transcripts were
identified where portions of the same maize transcript matched against two or more
sorghum genes, which were either immediately adjacent on the sorghum genome or
separated by less than three genes. We manually screened these candidate genes in
GEvo32 and compared them to the syntenic orthologous regions in Setaria italica and
Oryza sativa to filter out false positives caused by incorrect annotations within the
sorghum genome (typically due to extremely large introns in sorghum resulting in a
single gene from other grass species being split into two gene models in sorghum).
Since genes with overlapping untranslated regions (UTRs) can also assemble into
single transcripts, we identified genes with even read coverage across the putative
fusion boundary and considered fusion transcripts with overlapping 500b inserts to
be high confidence gene fusions, which were validated by RT-PCR.

Lastly, we evaluated the ability of our assembly to detect anti-sense transcription
sites by aligning 388 million strand-specific Illumina reads to the 5b maize annotation
transcripts. Transcripts with significant anti-sense transcription had .10% but
,90% of the reads aligned to the anti-sense strand while transcripts with .90% of the
reads aligned in the anti-sense orientation were considered to be extreme cases.

Data and software availability. Sequence data are available in the Sequence Read
Archive (SRA053579). The final de novo assembly and isoform transcripts can be
downloaded from the JGI ftp site: (ftp://ftp.jgi-psf.org/pub/JGI_data/genome_
analysis/Maize_denovo_assem/). The Rnnotator software package is available under
a BSD license from the JGI software page (http://www.jgi.doe.gov/software/).
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